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This study investigated the effect of manufacturing parameters on the manufacturing quality of material
extrusion additive manufacturing (MEAM), specifically focusing on the microscale geometry of lattice
structures built up by discrete extruded filaments. The manufacturing parameters extrusion height,
printing speed and extrusion width were investigated. Square grid structures, which can be precisely
characterized, were used to develop fundamental understanding that can be translated to more compli-
cated structures in future investigations. Print paths were directly created as machine control code
(GCode) using FullControl GCode Designer, bypassing the conventional multi-stage translation of a design
from CAD to an STL file, to slicing software and finally to GCode. This allowed precise parametric control
of all aspects of the manufacturing procedure, including aspects that would not be possible with conven-
tional slicing software such as control over the specific order and direction of printing each line, and the
offsetting of specific printed lines on each layer in the Z direction by half the layer height. The printing
quality of the structures was investigated with optical microscope and X-ray micro-computed tomogra-
phy (micro-CT). Microscale changes to the extruded-filament geometry were characterized before and
after filament-crossing points in the square grid structure, and internal cavities were identified.
Printing speed was found to be a crucial parameter that should be carefully considered for lattice struc-
ture applications that require high manufacturing quality in terms of minimizing microscale geometric
defects. Offsetting crossing extrudates by half the layer-height in the Z direction resulted in more consis-
tent microscale geometry and greatly improved quality.
� 2022 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of The International Confer-
ence on Additive Manufacturing for a Better World. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
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1. Introduction

Material extrusion additive manufacturing (MEAM) has
received significant attention for biomedical applications due to
its great value [1]. There are many applications, including multi-
material scaffolds [2,3], electronics components [4,5], customized
skin, patient-specific implants [6,7] and sport related medical
applications [8]. The popularity of MEAM is due to its widespread
availability, low cost, low power consumption and ease of use of
use.
MEAM is also promising for wound dressing applications. In
contrast to commercialized wound dressings, additive manufactur-
ing can help develop personalized wound dressings according to
individual patients’ requirements. Moreover, MEAM allows drug-
loaded filaments to be used in 3D printing wound dressings [9,10].

Manufacturing quality, such as surface quality, is vital for
biomedical applications including wound dressing applications.
Therefore, understanding the effect of manufacturing parameters
on geometry is vital to reaching optimum printing quality for
biomedical applications. This research investigated extrusion
width and height, printing speed, and cell size parameters to
understand their effect on printing quality. A square grid structure
was selected as the geometry to evaluate only the effects of man-
ufacturing parameters. Instead of the conventional workflow of
designing a 3D structure in computer-aided design software
ctures,
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(CAD), before translating through several steps and different soft-
ware to achieve a manufacturing procedure (GCode file), FullCon-
trol GCode Designer [11] was used to directly create the print
path and intricately control all aspects of the manufacturing proce-
dure. The effect of manufacturing parameters was evaluated with
two imaging techniques: optical microscopy and X-ray micro-CT.
Optical microscopy was used to assess surface related parameters,
including the structure’s geometry. X-ray micro-CT was used to
evaluate features throughout the thickness of the extrudate and
identify internal features such as cavities or cracks. This study
develops new understanding about how the print path design
and print parameters affect the microscale geometry of lattice
structures and is currently being used to develop more complex
lattices for wound dressing applications.
2. Methodology

This study had three main research stages: designing lattice
structures with FullControl, 3D printing specimens, and optical
analysis of specimens with microscope and/or X-ray micro-CT.
An overview of the methodology is given in Fig. 1.

In the first part, GCode was created using FullControl GCode
Designer [11]. FullControl is open-source software that allows
users to control all aspects of the printing-path to print planar
and non-planar geometries. Moreover, the software allows the user
to directly control both geometric and non-geometric printing
parameters. Additionally, since FullControl directly generates the
gcode of design, there is no need to use any CAD or slicing soft-
ware, allowing for a more streamlined parametric workflow and
eliminating the risks of incremental errors (approximations) that
are generated by conversion from CAD to STL and then slicing
the STL file. [11]. The flowchart of FullControl software is given
in Fig. 2.

In this study, the effect of manufacturing parameters on the
geometry were evaluated by producing lattice structures. The
specifications of the lattice structure are given in Fig. 3.

Parametric code was prepared with FullControl GCode Designer
to manufacture the lattice structure shown in Fig. 3. Details of the
design and parameters that were created for it are given in Fig. 4. In
Fig. 4a, ‘‘layers” is the number of layers, ‘‘size” is the size of the
square grid shown as ‘‘L” in Fig. 3, ‘‘x_start” and ‘‘y_start” are start-
Fig. 1. Overview of
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ing coordinate points of grid on the print platform, ‘‘EW” is the
extrusion width of each extruded filament, ‘‘EH” is extrusion height
of each extruded filament, and ‘‘cell_size” is the size of grid cells
shown as ‘‘l” in Fig. 3. The feature-based design is shown in
Fig. 4b. All designs used in this study are provided as supplemen-
tary material or can be obtained from the corresponding author.

After designing the lattice structure with FullControl, grid struc-
tures were manufactured with an Ultimaker 2+ 3D printer using
3DXTECH branded polylactic acid (PLA) filament with a diameter
of 1.75 mm. Nozzle diameter was selected as 0.4 mm which is
commonly used in MEAM. Nozzle temperature and bed tempera-
ture were 210 �C and 60 �C, respectively as recommended by the
material manufacturer. Material and printing properties are sum-
marized in Table 1.

Parameters investigated in this study were printing extrusion
width, extrusion height and printing speed. Several specimens
were manufactured to examine the effect of these parameters.
The matrix of variables for the printed specimens is given in
Table 2.

Optical microscopy was used to investigate the top-surface of
specimens, while micro-CT was implemented to evaluate the
structures throughout the thickness direction and internally. A
Zeiss Primotech optical microscope and a Nikon XTEK XT-H
160Xi micro-CT machine were used for this research. For X-ray
micro-CT imaging, the effective pixel size was selected as
12.40 lm.

Images obtained from the X-ray micro-CT system were pro-
cessed using CT PRO 3D software to build the 3D voxel volume
model. Volume Graphics (VG) Studio Max software was utilized
to analyse 3D voxel volume data.
3. Results and discussion

First, the effect of extrusion height was investigated. The extru-
sion width and printing speed were fixed at 0.50 mm and
1000 mm/min, respectively, to analyse the impact of extrusion
height. Investigation of extrusion height was performed with X-
ray micro–CT since surface characteristics did not change signifi-
cantly according to optical microscopy investigation with changing
extrusion height. However, the analysis showed some critical
observations. Some cavities, for instance, were detected inside
Methodology.



Fig. 2. Flowchart of FullControl GCode Designer (After [12]).

Fig. 3. General view of lattice structure.
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the material. Some examples of the cavities detected are shown in
Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5b, the high-density regions, (the PLA), are represented in
green while low-density, (air), is shown in red colour. The observed
trend indicates that these cavities generally occurred at the corners
of cells. The main reason for the phenomenon might be the high
viscosity of melted PLA. Due to the high viscosity of melted PLA,
the material can become solidified before it reaches the left and
right sides of previously extruded layers. Therefore, some cavities
are generated at the right and left sides of the bottom layer of pre-
viously printed layers. This phenomenon is summarized in Fig. 6.
Further micro-CT research is ongoing to develop greater under-
standing of internal cavities.

Apart from cavities, significant layer width variation was
observed. Several factors can contribute to the variation of layer
width, such as over extrusion or manufacturing tolerance of the
printer. In particular, intersections of horizontal and vertical layers
led to variation of extrusion width. This may have happened due to
a build-up of pressure in the nozzle whilst printing vertical lines as
it passed over previously printed horizontal lines (blocking extru-
sion). After the nozzle moved beyond the edge of horizontal lines,
the built-up pressure may have been released through over-
extrusion, resulting in wider vertical lines overall. This problem
is likely to be more critical for shorter distances between parallel
grid lines.

It can also be seen that extrusion width varied close to the
cross-over point, with over-extrusion (wider filament) before
crossing points and under-extrusion (narrower filament) after
crossing points. This is to be expected and was seen in previous
research due to a build-up of polymer (wider filament) as the noz-
zle pushes it into the edge of a previously printed line. In contrast,
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after crossing a previously printed line, there was a short delay
before full extrusion width was achieved, leading to a small nar-
rower region with a ‘pinched’ appearance.

The second group of specimens was manufactured to evaluate
the effect of printing speed on surface quality. For this purpose,
extrusion width and extrusion height were set as 0.5 and
0.2 mm, respectively, while printing speed changed as given in
Table 2. Optical microscopy results of manufactured specimens
with different printing speeds are shown in Fig. 7.

Results given in Fig. 7 show that printing speed has a significant
influence on the final geometry of the specimens. Increasing print-
ing speed resulted in unstable geometries. Vertical and horizontal
lines deformed with increasing printing speed. Moreover, unde-
sired geometries such as bulges started to occur, as seen in
Fig. 7d–f.

Finally, the effect of extrusion width was evaluated by setting
extrusion height and speed constant as shown in Table 2 from
specimen ID 12 to15. The results are shown in Fig. 8.

Results given in Fig. 8 show significant width variation on both
vertical and horizontal lines. The width of lines close to the inter-
section point of vertical and horizontal lines showed a considerable
variation in extrusion width. A similar trend is also seen in Fig. 7.
This might be due to over/under-extrusion. Similar geometric
defects can be seen in all specimens even though extrusion width
varied considerably from 75% to 175% of the nozzle diameter.

Over-extrusion, on the other hand, was separately investigated
since it had a significant influence on microstructure. A grid struc-
ture was designed based on the details given in Fig. 3 to investigate
the phenomena. For this grid structure, extrusion width, extrusion
height and printing speed were selected as 0.5 mm, 0.2 mm and
1000 mm/s, respectively. In contrast to previous specimens in this



Fig. 4. Prepared GCode Designer code: (a) Parameters, (b) FullControl user-interface screen, and (c) Step-by-step analysis of FullControl Gcode Designer code.

Table 1
Summary of material and printing properties.

PLA Properties Value Printing Properties Value

Density (g/cm3) 1.24 Nozzle temperature (�C) 210
Glass transition temperature (�C) 55 Bed temperature (�C) 60
Melting temperature (�C) 160 Number of layers 10

Nozzle diameter (mm) 0.4

Table 2
Printed specimens and their printing parameters.

Specimen
ID

Extrusion Width
(mm)

Extrusion Height
(mm)

Printing Speed (mm/
min)

1 0.50 0.10 1000
2 0.50 0.15 1000
3 0.50 0.20 1000
4 0.50 0.25 1000
5 0.50 0.30 1000
6 0.50 0.20 250
7 0.50 0.20 500
8 0.50 0.20 1000
9 0.50 0.20 2000
10 0.50 0.20 3000
11 0.50 0.20 4000
12 0.30 0.20 1000
13 0.40 0.20 1000
14 0.50 0.20 1000
15 0.70 0.20 1000
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study, a 0.1 mm distance (in Z direction) was given between the
vertical and horizontal paths. This is equivalent to offsetting half
of the printed lines by half a layer in the Z direction. The effect
of over- and under-extrusion at cross-over points was evaluated
via optical microscope. The results obtained are given in Fig. 9.
Extrusion width variation closer to cross-over of vertical and hori-
zontal lines became less than in specimens without the previous
geometries shown in Figs. 7 and 8. These results agree with simu-
lation results using the VOLCOmodel [13], which predicted greater
over-extrusion at crossover points when lines were printed closer
together in the Z direction. Additionally, variation in extrusion
width between horizontal and vertical lines was clearly reduced.
Preliminary tensile-testing results from an ongoing study found
that specimens with half-layer offsets in Z demonstrated over two-
fold strength increases compared to specimens without the half-
layer offset.

4. Conclusion

This research investigated the effect of printing parameters:
extrusion height, extrusion width, and printing speed on the
microscale geometry of MEAM grid structures. According to the
results, the following conclusions are reported:

� X-ray micro-CT results showed that printed specimens had
some internal cavities. These cavities were generally observed
around the corners of cells. Therefore, these regions are vulner-
able sections for forming cavities.



Fig. 5. X-ray micro-CT results: (a) Overall X-ray micro-CT image of specimen ID 5 and (b) Cross-section of specimen ID 5.

Fig. 6. Representation of cavity problem.
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� On the other hand, extrusion speed was evaluated as one of the
most prominent manufacturing parameters that change the
microscale geometry of printed specimens. Observations
showed that geometric instabilities such as distortion of the
Fig. 7. Optical microscopy results for printing speed: (a) Printing speed 250, (b) Printing
and (f) Printing speed 4000.
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vertical and horizontal lines increased with increasing printing
speed, as shown in Fig. 7.

� In addition to geometric instabilities, increasing printing speed
also increased manufacturing defects, as shown in Fig. 7. Optical
microscopy results clearly demonstrated that bulges occur
around the vertical and horizontal lines with increasing printing
speed.

� Over extrusion was observed for all the printed specimens
shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the cross-over points of vertical
and horizontal lines. Moreover, the extrusion width of lines
on these points varied significantly due to over-extrusion.

� Horizontal and vertical lines were offset in Z by half the layer
height to overcome the over/under extrusion problem. The
results showed that quality improved greatly. Also, differences
in extrusion width between vertical and horizontal lines were
reduced. The results support simulation results reported in
the literature [13] and preliminary tensile-testing results indi-
cate the potential for over twofold improvements in strength
by offsetting crossing filament in Z by half the layer height.
speed 500, (c) Printing speed 1000, (d) Printing speed 2000, (e) Printing speed 3000,



Fig. 8. Optical microscopy results for extrusion width: (a) Extrusion width 0.3 mm, (b) Extrusion width 0.4 mm, (c) Extrusion width 0.5 mm, and (d) Extrusion width 0.7 mm.

Fig. 9. Optical microscopy of specimen manufacturing with 0.1 mm distance
between horizontal and vertical lines.
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